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Causes of global sea level rise (SLR)

The Greenland and Antarctic ice 
sheets began losing mass around 
1990 and account for about 35% of 
recent sea level rise (> 1 Gt/day).

Most 20th century sea-level 
rise was caused by ocean 
thermal expansion and
melting of mountain 
glaciers.

Estimates from IPCC AR6, Table 9.5

Estimated sea level rise 1901-1990 
(mm/yr)

2006-2018 
(mm/yr)

Thermal expansion 0.36 1.39

Glaciers (outside Greenland & 
Antarctica)

0.58 0.62

Greenland 0.33 0.91

Antarctica ~0 0.53

Global mean sea level has risen 
by about 20 cm since the late 
1800s.  The rate of SLR has 
accelerated to about 3.7 mm/yr.

Global average 
sea level change 

since 1880

20 cm total

> 3 mm/yr



Regional sea-level variations
Sea level rise varies regionally because of land 
subsidence, glacial rebound, ocean circulation 
changes and changes in ice sheet self-gravity.  
• With weaker self-gravity, water moves away from shrinking 

ice sheets and piles up elsewhere.

Relative sea-level change from retreat of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (left) and 
Greenland Ice Sheet (right) (Mitrovica et al. 2011).

Sea level 
fall

Inches of sea level rise in U.S. 
coastal regions since 1950. 

Source: sealevelrise.org



Greenland Ice Sheet
• 7 m sea level equivalent
• Snowfall balanced by surface runoff

and iceberg calving
• Mass loss of 230 Gt/year, 2006–2018

Antarctic ice
flow speed 

(Rignot et al. 2011)Greenland ice flow speed
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Scientific Visualization Studio

• 58 m sea level equivalent (5 m in West Antarctica)
• Snowfall balanced by calving and melting from  

floating ice shelves, with little surface melting 
• Mass loss of 130 Gt/year, 2006-2018

Antarctic Ice Sheet 

WAIS

EAIS



Mountain glaciers

Regional glacier volume (Farinotti et al. 2019)

• Glaciers outside the two ice sheets 
contain about 0.4 m sea level equivalent.

• Most glacier volume is in the Arctic (Canadian 
and Russian Arctic, Greenland periphery, 
Alaska), the Antarctic periphery, and High 
Mountain Asia

• The volume is small compared to ice 
sheets, but the relative rate of loss is 
large: about 230 Gt/yr, 2006–2018.

• Besides raising sea level, glacier melting 
can endanger water supplies and trigger 
outburst flooding.

Mer de Glace, French Alps
Photo by Eduard Spelterini, 1909

Iceland with Vatnajokull
ice cap



• Glaciers flow downhill under 
the force of gravity.

• Ice deforms like a very viscous 
fluid. Warmer ice is softer and 
flows faster. 

• When there is water at the bed, 
glaciers can slide at speeds up 
to several km/year.

How glaciers move

• Slowly deforming ice that is frozen at the bed is described by the shallow ice approximation.

• Ice that is sliding with little vertical shear is described by the shallow shelf approximation.

• General ice flow is described by the Stokes equations or higher-order approximations.



Mass Balance:   Change in ice sheet mass   =   mass in  – mass out

ice shelf

Image source: http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/53743main_atmos_circ.jpg

Sea level change! Snowfall melting, calving

How ice sheets gain and lose mass



Carbon dioxide, temperature, and sea level
• Sea level is closely linked to global average temperature and CO2 concentration.
• In past climates, temperature co-evolved with CO2.  Now CO2 is the main driver.
• Ice sheets tend to build up slowly and melt quickly.

400 ppm

200-300 
ppm

5oC

120 m

Source: www.johnenglander.net



Ice sheets in warm climates
Last Interglacial (125,000 years ago)
• Warming 1-2oC, CO2 = 280 ppm
• Global sea level 6–9 m higher than now
• About 2–4 m from Greenland, > 2 m from 

Antarctica

Pliocene (3 million years ago)
• Warming 2-3oC, CO2 = 400 ppm
• Global sea level 5–20 m higher than now
• Up to 7 m from Greenland, 5 m from West 

Antarctica, and possibly retreat from East 
Antarctica 

Modeled Greenland ice thickness for the Last 
Interglacial (Otto-Bliesner et al. 2006)

Pliocene ice sheet reconstructions
(Haywood et al. 2010)



Antarctic ice sheet instability
• Much of the Antarctic ice sheet is grounded below sea level

• This ice is vulnerable to intrusions of warm Circumpolar Deep Water,  especially in the Amundsen Sea
region (Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers).

• Ice sheets on reverse-sloping sea beds may be subject to the Marine Ice Sheet Instability.

Schematic of a warm sub-ice-shelf cavity
(Holland et al. 2020)Antarctic basal topography

Global Warming Art Project

contact with the boundary layer at the ice base
and the former not. Warm-water cavities are
found only where the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current, which carries the CDWaround the SO,
is located close to the continental shelf break
whereCDWcanpotentiallymove fromoffshore
onto the continental shelf. By contrast, cold-
water cavities are to a great extent protected
from CDW by the coastal landmass outline,
ocean gyres, and strong off-ice-shelf winds.
For a cold-water cavity, persistent off-ice-

shelf wintertime winds cause sea ice to be
formed over the continental shelf and trans-
ported away from the coast, thereby transform-
ing the continental shelf waters into High
Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW). This cold (near
surface freezing point) and salty water mass
is denser than the CDW that is found offshore
beyond the continental shelf break.Additionally,
a dynamic feature forms at the shelf break—
the Antarctic Slope Front—a geophysical-fluid
dynamics consequence of the presence of con-
trasting water masses (HSSW and CDW) ad-
jacent to one another on either side of a strong
change in bathymetry at the continental shelf
break. Consequently, the HSSW effectively
blocks offshore CDW from getting onto the
continental shelf. The denseHSSW,which has
a temperature close to the surface freezing
point, floods the ice shelf cavity along the
retrograde slope from the open continental
shelf inland to the grounding zone. As increas-
ing pressure lowers the melting point of ice,
the HSSW is above the melting point when it
encounters the ice base and therefore has the
capacity to causemelting. The water mass that
results from the chilling and freshening of

the HSSW, known as Ice Shelf Water (ISW),
has a temperature that is below the surface
freezing point as a result of its interaction
with ice at pressure. The added meltwater
renders the ISW overall positively buoyant,
and it rises along the ice shelf base, flowing
back toward the ice shelf front. At some point,
as it rises and the pressure decreases, the in
situ freezing point increases above the tem-
perature of the ISW, and so ice forms in the
water column, accreting at the ice base to
create marine ice. This melt of ice at the
grounding zone and redeposition further up
along the ice shelf base, and the associated
movement of thewater in the cavity, is known
as an “ice pump circulation” (14).
In the case of a warm-water cavity, the ab-

sence of well-organized, off-ice-shelf winds in
such a location reduces the production and off-
coast transport of sea ice, and no dense HSSW
is produced over the continental shelf. This in
turn leads to the absence of an Antarctic Slope
Front, allowing the offshore CDW to flow onto
the continental shelf, forming a thermocline
at the interface with the colder surface waters.
The Coriolis force in the SouthernHemisphere
causes moving fluid to curve to the left. The
broad easterlies that blow along the coast of
Antarctica therefore induce a southward tran-
sport of surface waters toward the coast, which
increases the depth of the thermocline, reduc-
ing the thickness of CDW on the continental
shelf. Once on the continental shelf, the CDW
flows down to the grounding zone, primarily
along deep sea floor troughs, and comes into
contact with the ice base, causing intense melt-
ing (15). Despite the resultant meltwater being

cooler than CDW, it is also relatively fresh and
thus positively buoyant, and rises along the ice
shelf base. This density-driven circulation con-
tributes to the melting, as it results in an over-
all more vigorous melt-driven circulation with
higher turbulence, increasing the transport of
heat toward the ice base. In this setting, there
is no marine ice formed at the base of the ice
shelf, as the waters in the circulation are above
the in situ freezing point at all depths. The
inflowing CDW has far greater heat content
than can be extracted by the basal melting, re-
sulting in the vast majority of the heat content
imported to the cavity being re-exported.
Currently,many ice shelveswithwarm-water

cavities are observed from remote sensing to
be undergoing rapid change (Fig. 1). Numerical
models are the only predictive tool for study-
ing the fate of such ice shelves. However, the
present generation of thosemodels demonstrate
considerable uncertainty in the future behavior
of the ice shelves, suggesting that the rate of
retreat can vary greatly depending on the details
of howmelt occurs in the grounding zone (16).
To improvenumericalmodels, there is apressing
need for field observations to study important
physical processes occurring in this critical zone,
as sketched in Fig. 3 and outlined in Box 1. The
change in friction when ice transitions from
being grounded to floating is one such process.
On the inland side of the region, where the ice
is grounded, the ice experiences basal friction
with the underlying bed, whereas on the other
side of the region, where the ice is freely float-
ing over the ocean cavity, the ice experiences
effectively no basal friction. This transition
partially regulates the volume flux of ice across
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Fig. 2. Interaction of water masses with cold- and warm-water cavities.
(A) A vertical slice illustrating the water masses interacting with a cold-water
cavity (see transect CC in Fig. 1). The schematic shows a weak connectivity
from (right to left) of offshore warm, circumpolar deep water (CDW) to the
cold, salty water residing over the continental shelf, to the water in the
ice shelf cavity, to that at the grounding zone, where the ice shelf first goes

afloat. (B) A vertical slice illustrating the water masses interacting with a
warm-water cavity (see transect WC in Fig. 1). The schematic shows the CDW
on the continental shelf and entering the sub–ice-shelf cavity. Owing to the
increased melt rates, the ice shelf itself (and hence the cavity) tends to
be an order-of-magnitude shorter than the cold-water case shown in (A).
The boxed area is described in Fig. 3. IL
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Abrupt Antarctic ice sheet retreat?
DeConto & Pollard (2016) proposed mechanisms for fast collapse of Antarctic marine ice:

• Hydrofracture leading to ice shelf collapse, followed by marine ice cliff instability 
(MICI) leading to fast retreat of grounded ice (0.8 m SLR by 2100, 12 m by 2500)

• But MICI is poorly constrained and has not been observed on a large scale

WAIS 
collapse

EAIS 
retreat

Abrupt collapse of the 
Larsen B ice shelf 
due to hydrofracture,
March 2002
(courtesy of Ted 
Scambos)

Projected AIS retreat by 2500 
under high emissions, 
DeConto & Pollard (2016)



Ice sheets in Earth system models
For many years, global climate models lacked dynamic ice 
sheets. Ice sheets were treated as big bright rocks.

Why not ice sheets?
• Before recent observations, ice sheets were thought to 

be too sluggish to change on human time scales.

• Dynamic ice sheets break the assumption of fixed 
boundaries between land, atmosphere and ocean.

Around 2010, Earth system models (ESMs) began 
including processes that were missing in traditional 
climate models.  

• Climate model = atmosphere, land, ocean, sea ice 
(linked by a coupler)

• Earth system model = climate model + biosphere + 
chemistry + ice sheets + …

Image: Greenland 
ice sheet/NASA



Ice sheets in the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
CESM1 (2010+) was one of the first complex ESMs to include ice sheets.

Division of labor:
• The Community Land Model (CLM) computes the 

surface mass balance (snowfall and surface 
melting) for ice sheets, using subgrid elevation tiles 
to make up for coarse resolution (~50–100 km).

• The coupler remaps the surface mass balance to a 
finer ice sheet grid (~5 km).

• The Community Ice Sheet Model (CISM) 
computes ice flow.

Simplifying assumptions:

• Shallow-ice dynamics (not accurate for ice 
streams and ice shelves), Greenland only

• One-way coupling: Ice sheet changes do not 
affect other model components



Goals for CESM2

• Realistic ice sheet dynamics 
(higher-order ice-flow model) valid for 
flow over the entire ice sheet

• Two-way coupling: Changes in ice 
sheet elevation and extent can feed 
back on the climate

Hierarchy of ice sheet velocity solvers

Stokes
3D solve for u, v, w, p

Higher-order                     
3D solve for u, v

Depth-integrated 
higher-order
2D solve for u, v

Shallow ice 
approximation
(slow interior flow) 

Shallow shelf 
approximation
(fast ice shelves)



Ice sheets in CESM2
CESM2 supports interactive coupling between the 
Greenland Ice Sheet and the land and atmosphere.
• By default, ice sheets are fixed.

• Optionally, ice sheets and the land surface can co-evolve 
with two-way coupling.

• The land model computes the surface mass balance 
(snowfall/melting) and passes it to CISM.

• CISM returns the new ice sheet area and elevation.
• Land types are dynamic (glacier ó vegetated); 

important for albedo feedbacks.

CESM2 also includes improved physics for snow and 
firn (the transitional layer between snow and ice).



Ice sheets in CESM2
Land -> Ice sheet
(10 classes + bare land)
• Surface mass balance
• Surface elevation
• Surface temperature

Coupler

Atmosphere

Ocean

Sea Ice

Land surface
(Ice sheet surface 

mass balance)

Ice sheet
(Dynamics)

Ice sheet -> Land
• Ice extent
• Ice surface elevation

Ice sheet -> Ocean
• Solid and liquid fluxes

Ice sheet -> Atmosphere (offline)
• Surface topography



Greenland surface mass balance in CESM2

Greenland surface mass balance (mm/yr).
Left: RACMO regional model.  Right: CESM2.
Blue = accumulation, red = ablation.  

RACMO2 CESM2
The surface climate of ice sheets has 
improved compared to CESM1:

• More realistic refreezing and firn
• Improved surface winds

• Better polar cloud forcing
• Still have too much snowfall in 

southern Greenland

The Greenland surface mass balance 
in CESM2 compares well with 
regional Arctic models that are run 
at ~5 times higher resolution (~10–20 
km). 

Courtesy of Leo van 
Kampenhout.



Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6

CMIP is the Climate Model Intercomparison Project
ISMIP6 is the first CMIP project focused on ice sheets:

• Analyze ice-sheet-relevant results from standard climate models (fixed ice sheets)

• Standalone ice sheet experiments for Greenland and Antarctica, using 
atmosphere and ocean forcing derived from CMIP models, to estimate future sea 
level rise

• Coupled climate – ice sheet experiments to explore feedbacks

ICE SHEET MODEL INTERCOMPARISON
PROJECT (ISMIP6)

Nowicki et al., 2016

INTRODUCTION

CESM2.1 contribution to ISMIP6
the following coupled AOGCM-ISM runs: 

• piControl-withism [300 yrs]
• 1pctCO2to4x-withism [350 yrs]
• historical-withism [1850-2014]
• ssp585-withism [2015-2300]



Coupled Greenland Ice Sheet evolution in CESM-CISM

First published ISMIP6 runs with an 
interactive Greenland ice sheet:
1) Dynamic ice sheet margin in land model
2) Ice calving fluxes to ocean model
3) Evolving atmosphere topography

Climate evolution:
• Global CO2 rises to ~1100 ppm
• Global surface air temperature rises by 5.4oC 

GrIS evolution:
• Ice thins near margins with increased melting
• Modest increase in interior snowfall
• Global mean SLR of 110 mm by 2100

GRIS EVOLUTION

• Extension of northern ablation areas later than in 
the south

• Ice sheet thinning mainly below 2000m and in South 

• Ice sheet thickens in the interior

• Surface velocities increase in intermediate area due 
to increase in elevation gradients 

• GrIS in 2100 w.r.t. 1850: -3% area, -1.2% volume

SMB

THK

VEL

Contemporary
(1995-2014)

Mid-century 
(2031-2050)
anomaly

End-of-century 
(2081-2100)
anomaly

Increased melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet in CESM2 
(Muntjewerf et al., 2020) under the ssp5-85 warming scenario.  
The expanding melt region is blue.



Ocean-forced Antarctic projections with CISM
Question: Could ocean warming projected for 2100 drive irreversible 
retreat of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet?

Results:
• Ice loss of 150 mm to >1500 

mm SLE; mainly Ross and 
Filchner-Ronne basins

• High sensitivity to the basal 
melt parameterization and 
ocean forcing

• Threshold behavior in 
Amundsen sector, increasing 
SLR to ~3 m 

Modeled Antarctic ice thickness change (m), 
1950–2500, with two basal melt schemes and 
ocean forcing from two global ESMs 
(Lipscomb et al., 2021)

Simulated ice retreat in the 
Amundsen sector. Bright lines 
show grounding-line position at 
100-year intervals from 2100.



ISMIP6 ice sheet projections

Greenland (Goelzer et al. 2020)

• SLR by 2100: 32 ± 17 mm (RCP2.6), 90 ± 50 mm 
(RCP 8.5), mainly from increased surface 
melting.  Good agreement across models.3080 H. Goelzer et al.: Multi-model ensemble study of ISMIP6

Figure 7. Ensemble sea-level projections. (a) ISM ensemble mean projections for the core experiments (solid) and extended experiments
(dashed). The background shading gives the model spread for the two MIROC5 scenarios and is omitted for the other GCMs for clarity but
indicated by the bars on the right-hand side. (b) Model specific results for MIROC5-RCP8.5. The colour scheme is the same as in previous
figures. The dashed line is the result of applying the atmosphere and ocean forcing to the present-day ice sheet without any dynamical
response (NOISM).

SMB-height feedback that is propagated according to height
changes due to the applied SMB anomaly itself and due to
local thinning at the margins where the retreat mask is ap-
plied. In this approach, biases in the initial state are reduced
to measurement uncertainties, while dynamic changes are ig-
nored by construction. If the dynamic response of the ice
sheet to the retreat mask forcing is expected to increase the
mass loss, one could suggest that for the observed geome-
try and for a given forcing, NOISM should serve as a lower
bound to a “perfect” projection in our standard framework.
Because NOISM currently tracks the ensemble mean of the
projections, the argument could be extended to suggest that
taking the model mean for the best guess could imply a low
bias.

We do not have a dedicated core experiment to separate
the effect of the parameterized SMB-height feedback from
the ensemble of models. But such analysis will be possible
with some of the extended experiments that are in prepara-
tion. If we were to rely on results of NOISM, the feedback
accounts for 6 %–8 % of the total sea-level contribution in the
year 2100 for RCP8.5 experiments, confirming similar num-
bers from earlier studies (Goelzer et al., 2013; Edwards et al.,
2014a, b). However, the NOISM figures are subject to small
biases due to missing dynamic height changes that would,
for example, thin the marine margins and relatively thicken
land-terminated ice sheet margins that are steepening in these
projections in response to the anomalous SMB forcing.

4.3 Uncertainty analysis

In this section we analyse uncertainties in ice sheet response
due to ISM differences, forcing scenarios and GCM bound-
ary conditions on a regional basis. We use an existing basin
delineation (IMBIE2-Rignot, Rignot et al., 2011) that sepa-
rates the ice sheet into six drainage basins, which has been
extended outside the observed ice mask to accommodate

larger-than-observed ice sheet model configurations (see in-
set in Fig. 8).

The results in Fig. 8 show the projected contribution to
sea-level rise in the year 2100, indicating a north–south gra-
dient with larger contributions from the south. The basin with
the largest contributions is “SW” due to an extended ablation
zone in south-west Greenland, which is the region with the
largest source of sea-level contribution from changes in SMB
already observed (The IMBIE Team, 2019; Mouginot et al.,
2019). However, note for this comparison that the basins do
not all have the same area. When we interpret the ensemble
standard deviation relative to the ensemble mean as a mea-
sure for ice sheet model uncertainty, the largest uncertainty of
⇠ 40 % is present in the “NO” and “SE” basins and the lowest
uncertainty of 17 % in the “SW” basin. The good agreement
between models for “SW” can be explained by the domi-
nance of the SMB forcing in this basin, which is prescribed
in our experiments, so that variations between models mainly
occur due to differences in ice sheet mask.

Comparing results for RCP8.5 between the three GCMs
side by side (Fig. 8) shows that the SW basin has the low-
est ISM interquartile range in all cases but is also one of the
two basins (SW and NE) with the largest difference between
GCMs. While the large GCM difference in the SW can be
explained by the GCM-specific warming pattern and their in-
fluence on the SMB forcing, differences in the NE basin are
governed mainly by the ocean forcing.

Ocean sensitivity

Uncertainty in the tidewater glacier retreat parameteriza-
tion is sampled with three experiments under forcing sce-
nario MIROC5-RCP8.5. Results for the three experiments
are again compared per region (Fig. 9). The largest impact of
differences in ocean forcing is visible in region CW, which
is dominated by the response of Jakobshavn Isbrae, one of
the largest outlet glaciers in Greenland. In the SW region,

The Cryosphere, 14, 3071–3096, 2020 https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-14-3071-2020

Greenland ensemble mean sea-level projections

H. Seroussi et al.: ISMIP6 Antarctica projections 3045

Figure 5. Regional change in volume above floatation (in mm SLE)
and integrated SMB changes over the grounded ice (diamond
shapes, in mm SLE) for the 2015–2100 period under medium RCP
8.5 forcing from NorESM1-M RCP 8.5 scenario (exp01 and exp05)
relative to ctrl_proj.

simulations relative to ctrl_proj. Most Antarctic ice shelves
thin by 20 m or more over the 86-year simulation, with the
Ross ice shelf experiencing the largest thinning of about 75 m
on average (Fig. 6a). This thinning does not propagate to
the ice streams feeding the ice shelves, except for Thwaites
Glacier in the Amundsen Sea sector and Totten Glacier in
Wilkes Land. Many coastline regions, on the other hand, ex-
perience a small thickening, as is the case for the Antarctic
Peninsula, Dronning Maud Land and Kemp Land, where the
relative thickening is about 6 m next to the coast. Variations
between the simulation are large and dominate the signal in
many places (Fig. 6c). Changes in velocity (Fig. 6b) over ice
shelves are more limited and not homogeneous, with accel-
eration close to the grounding line areas and slowdown close
to the ice front, as observed for the Ross and Ronne-Filchner
ice shelves. Some accelerations are observed on grounded
parts of Thwaites, Pine Island and Totten glaciers as well.
However, there is a large discrepancy in velocity changes
among the simulations, and the standard deviation in veloc-
ity change is larger than the mean signal over most of the
continent (Fig. 6d).

4.4 Projections under RCP 8.5 scenario with various
forcings

Outputs from six CMIP5 AOGCMs were used to perform
RCP 8.5 experiments (see Table 1). Figure 7 shows the evo-
lution of the simulated ice volume above floatation rela-
tive to ctrl_proj for all the individual RCP 8.5 simulations
performed, as well as the mean values for each AOGCM.
As seen above for NorESM1-M, changes are small for
most simulations until 2050, after which differences be-
tween AOGCMs and ice flow simulations start to emerge.
Runs with HadGEM2-ES lead to significant sea level rise,
with a mean ice mass loss of 96 mm SLE (standard devi-
ation: 72 mm SLE) for the 15 submissions of expA1 and
expA5. Runs performed with CCSM4 show the largest ice
mass gain, with a mean gain of 37 mm SLE (standard de-
viation: 34 mm SLE) for the 21 submissions of exp04 and

Figure 6. Mean (a and b) and standard deviation (c and d) of sim-
ulated thickness change (a and c, in m) and velocity change (b and
d, in m yr�1) between 2015 and 2100 under medium forcing from
the NorESM1-M RCP 8.5 scenario (exp01 and exp05) relative to
ctrl_proj.

Figure 7. Evolution of ice volume above floatation (in mm SLE)
over the 2015–2100 period with medium forcing from the six
CMIP5 models and RCP 8.5 scenario relative to ctrl_proj. Thin lines
show results from individual ice sheet model simulations, and thick
lines show mean values averaged for each CMIP5 model forcing.
Bars on the right show the spread of results in ice flow models and
mean values for the six CMIP5 forcings in 2100.

exp08. Results for CSIRO-MK3 and IPSL-CM5A-MR are
similar to CCSM4 at a continental scale but with slightly
lower mass gain on average, while results from MIROC-
ESM-CHEM simulate very little change, with a mean mass
loss of 3 mm SLE.

Figure 8 shows the regional differences in these contribu-
tions relative to ctrl_proj. Simulations suggest that WAIS will
lose mass on average with four of the CMIP5 model forcings
and gain mass with CSIRO-MK3 and IPSL-CM5A-MR. For
the EAIS, results from five out of six CMIP5 model forcings
lead to a mass gain on average, while HadGEM2-ES forcing
causes a mass loss in the EAIS, with 23±26 mm SLE. Uncer-

https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-14-3033-2020 The Cryosphere, 14, 3033–3070, 2020

Antarctic regional sea-level contributions (mm SLE) from 
multiple ice sheet models under RCP 8.5 forcing

Antarctica (Seroussi et al., 2020)
• WAIS: Mass loss up to 180 mm SLE by 2100
• EAIS:  Mass change of -61 to 83 mm SLE
• Large uncertainties in snowfall, ice-shelf melting

.
Antarctica dominates 
the uncertainty in 
projected SLR.



IPCC AR6 sea level projections
Projected global mean sea level rise

AR6: Likely SLR by 2100
• 28 to 55 cm for low emissions (ssp1-19)
• 63 to 102 cm for high emissions (ssp5-85)

Since AR5 we have learned more about all 
components of sea level rise, but not enough to 
quantify the risk of Antarctic ice sheet collapse.

8/31/2021 In-depth Q&A: The IPCC’s sixth assessment report on climate science | Carbon Brief

https://www.carbonbrief.org/in-depth-qa-the-ipccs-sixth-assessment-report-on-climate-science 43/84

Projections of GMSL for each of the �ve SSP scenarios. The bold lines indicate the median projection of models that include only medium-con�dence processes, while the shading represents the “likely” range of those same
models. The bars to the right show the median and likely ranges of projections for models that include both medium- and low-con�dence processes (such as MICI). Source: IPCC (2021
(https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_Chapter_09.pdf)) Figure 9.27.

AR6 is the also �rst IPCC report to discuss “committed” SLR – the rise which is already locked in due to historical emissions. Even if emissions were to stop

today, it is likely that sea levels would rise an additional 0.7-1.1m by 2300, the report says. Taking into account the “pledged emissions” through 2030, these

numbers increase to 0.8-1.4m of committed SLR. 

If emissions continue beyond 2030, sea level will continue to rise accordingly. Under the low-emissions scenario, SSP1-2.6, GMSL is projected to rise by 0.3-

3.1m by 2300. In SSP5-8.5, this range increases to 1.7-6.8m, and if MICI is included, the upper bound of SLR is 16m. 

Better understanding of ice-sheet dynamics is needed to better constrain these projections. The report writes: 

There is “limited evidence” for SLR projections beyond 2300, the report notes, but two (https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate2923) studies

(https://esd.copernicus.org/articles/11/953/2020/) since AR5 have revised previous long-term estimates upwards. For a peak warming of 2C, these two studies

project 2-6m of SLR over the next two millennia and a rise of 8-13m over the next 10,000 years, the report says.

The contributions of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets “dominate” the SLR commitment on multi-millennial timescales, the authors write. But “notably”,

the report says, processes such as MICI that are responsible for “deep uncertainty” in the coming centuries do not appear to have a “substantial effect” on the

magnitude of SLR on these longer timescales.

“The eight-fold uncertainty range across projection methods under SSP5-8.5 re�ects deep uncertainty in the multi-century response of ice sheets to strong climate
forcing.”

Privacy  - Terms

Chapter 9: Ocean, cryosphere, and sea level
• “It is virtually certain that global mean sea level 

will continue to rise through 2100” (and beyond).
• “Both the Greenland Ice Sheet (virtually certain) 

and the Antarctic Ice Sheet (likely) will continue 
to lose mass throughout this century under all 
considered SSP scenarios.”).

• “These likely range projections do not include 
those ice-sheet-related processes that are 
characterized by deep uncertainty.”
• Unknowns: marine ice cliff instability and 

sub-ice-shelf melting



Coupled Greenland simulations of the Last Interglacial

Evolution of ice thickness (m) for the Greenland Ice sheet from 
127 to 119 ka in a coupled CESM-CISM simulation, with 
vegetation updated every 500 CISM years.

CESM-CISM simulations of the 
Last Interglacial, 127–119 ka, 
with an interactive Greenland ice 
sheet

• The Greenland Ice Sheet 
shrinks from 8.3 m SLE at 
127 ka to 4.2 m SLE at 122 
ka, then slowly recovers.

• Interactive vegetation warms 
the climate and enhances the 
retreat. 

Confidential manuscript submitted to Paleoceanography and Paleoclimatology 
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 341 

Figure 3. Thickness (top row), surface mass balance (middle row), and surface velocity (bottom 342 
row) of the GrIS shown every 2000 years from 127-119 ka.  Data are plotted on the CISM2 4-km 343 
grid. 344 
 345 

The GrIS exhibits a distinctive pattern of retreat. The most pronounced ablation and retreat occur 346 

along the western edge of the ice sheet, especially in the southwest, and along the northern 347 

margin. Meanwhile, the eastern extent remains relatively stable throughout the simulation, with 348 

ablation generally limited to the ice-sheet margin and a net accumulation in the southeast. This 349 

pattern of accumulation and ablation persists through the simulation, maintaining ice thickness in 350 

the east as the western ice margin retreats inland. The regional difference in ice accumulation 351 

and ablation leads to an eastward migration of the ice divide, as shown by the surface velocity 352 

(Figures 3 and S14). As the western portion of Greenland becomes increasingly deglaciated and 353 
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Sommers et al. (2022)



Ocean gateways and ice sheet expansion

ARTICLESNATURE GEOSCIENCE

3–4 °C too warm for inception to occur under the 116 ka sum-
mer insolation minimum. They further posited that a weaker 
AMOC and a reduced poleward ocean heat transport, paired with 
an increased equatorward migration of sea ice in the Nordic Seas, 
could potentially induce a sufficiently strong regional cooling to 

trigger inception in Scandinavia. However, this hypothesis was 
based on a sensitivity simulation with a prescribed, artificially 
induced surface cooling in the northeastern North Atlantic, and 
no modelling experiment to date has demonstrated a mechanism 
that can induce this climate response.
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Fig. 4 | Simulated ice-sheet thickness in the simulation with open and closed ocean gateways in the CAA, respectively. a, Simulated ice-sheet thickness 
in the 116 ka simulation with open CAA ocean gateways. b, More-detailed view of Scandinavia (region indicated by black box in a). Note that there is no 
ice growth in Scandinavia in this simulation. c, Simulated ice-sheet thickness in the 116 ka simulation with closed CAA ocean gateways. d, More-detailed 
view of Scandinavia (region indicated by black box in c). The Greenland Ice Sheet is fully interactive in these simulations; however, the initial Greenland 
extent is indicated by grey shading for plotting purposes. The background map is showing topography and bathymetry as represented on the 4!!!4 km 
ice-sheet model grid.

NATURE GEOSCIENCE | www.nature.com/naturegeoscience

• Simulated Northern Hemisphere ice 
sheet inception at 116 ka using
coupled CESM–CISM.

• Proximity to the warm North Atlantic
initially precludes ice growth in 
Scandinavia.

• A growing North American ice sheet 
closes ocean gateways in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (left).

• Freshwater is diverted east of 
Greenland.  North Atlantic freshening
leads to sea ice expansion, cooling, 
and Scandinavian ice growth (right).   

Lofverstrom et al. (2022)



Paleo ice sheet simulations with CISM

• CESM and CISM are being applied to 
the North American Ice Sheet complex at 
the time of the Last Glacial Maximum, 
21 ka.

• CISM generates ice streams in good 
agreement with the paleoclimate record, 
as a result of subglacial hydrology 
(Arctic margin), steep bed topography 
(Pacific margin), and weak basal till 
(southern margin). 

• These runs use offline coupling, but 
CESM-CISM is now enabled for 
multiple coupled ice sheets, including 
Antarctica.

Panel2
SIMULATED NORTH 

AMERICAN ICE STREAMS
Most of the major ice streams are 

recreated in our optimum simulation 
(Figure 5). However, regardless of model 
parameters we were not able to reproduce 
the Frobisher Bay ice stream which feeds 
into the major Hudson strait ice stream.

From the set of sensitivity simulations 
(panel 4), the control on ice stream 

formation is separated 
into topography (pink contours, across 

Cordilleran), bed strength and the input 
dataset (green contours, Figure 4) or 

the inclusion of hydrology (dashed pale 
blue).

Courtesy of Sarah Bradley



Increased AIS 
freshwater (from 
high AIS melt 
scenarios) drives  
significantly more 
Southern Ocean 
sea ice, largely 
driven by frazil ice 
growth.
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Impacts of Antarctic freshwater input to the Southern Ocean
Sea ice growth (m/yr)

Frazil ice 
growth

What is driving the difference in sea ice?
• In addition to being fresher, the surface ocean is also cooler.  The 

cooler, fresher surface ocean is trapping more warm water at depth.
• Also, there is a reduction of the AMOC weakening signal.

Courtesy of Tessa Gorte



Simulations of complete Greenland Ice Sheet melting with 
CESM2-CISM2 under high emissions

• Total deglaciation in <1700 
years under 4xCO2

• Fastest margin retreat in the 
Southwest, then the North

• Melt acceleration from 
albedo feedback and 
increased sensible and latent 
heat fluxes

• Feedback from glacial 
isostatic adjustment is 
modest because of the fast 
deglaciation



Simulating mountain glaciers with CESM and CISM
We have run 20-year simulations of glacier surface 
mass balance using a variable-resolution 
atmosphere grid refined to 7 km over High 
Mountain Asia (Wijngaard et al., in prep)

Grounding line

CISM glacier simulations in the Nepal Everest region

Initial surface elevation and 
glacier outlines

Simulated surface ice speed
(m/yr, log scale)

Variable-resolution CAM grid 
focused on High Mountain Asia 

(A. Herrington)

Using CISM, we will carry out 3D, fully dynamic, high-
resolution (100 m) simulations of thousands of glaciers in 
the Himalayas and other regions (Minallah et al., in prep)



Antarctic coupling
Until now, CESM has supported interactive coupling only with the Greenland Ice Sheet.

• We are adding support for Antarctic ice sheet coupling and running multiple ice sheets in a single 
simulation, including paleo ice sheets.

• The MOM6 ocean model (replacing POP) allows ocean circulation beneath ice shelves.

Sub-ice-shelf melt rate (m/yr) for an idealized experiment with 
CISM coupled to the MOM6 ocean model (G. Marques).

Grounding 
line

Schematic of sub-ice-shelf cavity



Plans for CISM3

CESM3 will support fully coupled climate – ice sheet simulations with 
Greenland, Antarctica, and/or paleo ice sheets.

• Until now, CESM-CISM has supported only a single ice sheet.  The only out-
of-the-box ice sheet has been Greenland.

• We have added support for running Antarctica out-of-the-box.

• We have also added support for running multiple ice sheets in a single 
simulation.  This is the first out-of-the-box support for a CESM component 
with multiple grids, each with its own physics parameters.  (Thanks to Bill 
Sacks and Mariana Vertenstein for software development.)

We also plan to use CISM and CESM for studies of mountain glacier 
retreat and regional water security (e.g., GlacierMIP).



CISM development

• Subglacial hydrology model
• Better models of iceberg calving and 

sub-ice-shelf melting
• Hydrofracture and cliff collapse
• Mountain glaciers
• Solid Earth and sea level model 

(glacial rebound, ice sheet self gravity)
• Water isotopes

Basal water flux (log scale) for the 
Antarctic Ice Sheet in a steady-state 
subglacial water model. 



Modeling summary

• For ice sheets, CESM2 and CISM2 include major scientific and software 
advances compared to earlier models.

• These advances are enabling first-of-a-kind coupled simulations of ice 
sheets in past and future climates. 

• Coupling of ice sheets to the land and atmosphere is fairly mature, but 
ocean–ice sheet coupling is just beginning.

• Uncertainty in sea-level projections continues to be dominated by 
Antarctica. 



Science summary

• Sea level rise by 2100 probably will not be much greater than 1 meter.

• With global average warming of > 2oC, long-term sea level rise of 5 m 
or more is likely (based on past climates).

• Once critical thresholds are reached, ice sheet retreat in some regions 
may be irreversible.



Contact information

Land Ice Working Group website:  
https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/working_groups/Land+Ice/

Co-chairs:
• Bill Lipscomb, NCAR, Lipscomb@ucar.edu
• Miren Vizcaino, TU Delft, M.Vizcaino@tudelft.nl

Liaisons:
• Gunter Leguy, NCAR, gunterl@ucar.edu
• Kate Thayer-Calder, NCAR, katec@ucar.edu

Please join us for our winter meeting in 2023.
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